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JPEG2000 Quality Scalability

Without Quality Layers
Francesc Aulı́-Llinàs, Member, IEEE, and Joan Serra-Sagristà, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Quality scalability is a fundamental feature of
JPEG2000, achieved through the use of quality layers that are
optimally formed in the encoder by rate-distortion optimization
techniques. Two points, related with the practical use of quality
layers, may need to be addressed when dealing with JPEG2000
code-streams: 1) the lack of quality scalability of code-streams
containing a single or few quality layers, and 2) the rate-distortion
optimality of windows of interest transmission. Addressing these
two points, this paper proposes a mechanism that, without using
quality layers, provides competitive quality scalability to code-
streams. Its main key-feature is a novel characterization of
the code-blocks rate-distortion contribution that does not use
distortion measures based on the original image, or related with
the encoding process. Evaluations against the common use of
quality layers, and against a theoretical optimal coding perfor-
mance when decoding windows of interest or when decoding the
complete image area, suggest that the proposed method achieves
close to optimal results.

Index Terms—JPEG2000 standard, rate-distortion optimiza-
tion, quality scalability, interactive image transmission.

I. INTRODUCTION

JPEG2000 is a powerful standard structured in 12 parts

addressing different aspects of coding, transmission, secu-

rity, and manipulation of images and video. The Part 1 [1] of

the standard, published in December 2000, defines a basic file

format and the core coding system, which is the basis of the

standard and is used in all other parts. Among other features,

the JPEG2000 core coding system provides scalability by

quality, spatial location, resolution, and component.

These four types of scalability are reached through a

wavelet-based coding system built on an Embedded Block

Coding with Optimized Truncation (EBCOT) [2] that parti-

tions the image in small blocks of coefficients, called code-

blocks. Scalability by component is achieved identifying im-

age components separately, and scalability by resolution is

supplied by the dyadic decomposition of the wavelet trans-

form. The independent coding of the code-blocks, combined

with a smart code-stream organization, provides scalability by

spatial location. Scalability by quality is provided by the opti-

mized truncation of the code-streams produced for each code-
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block, and by the definition of quality layers. Quality layers

are formed by collections of code-stream segments optimally

selected using rate-distortion optimization techniques.

In a multi-purpose standard like JPEG2000, quality scala-

bility is fundamental. On the one hand, the identification of

layers of quality within the code-stream enables the definition

of progression orders primarily by quality, which provides

optimal rate-distortion representations of the image when the

code-stream is decoded at quality layer boundaries. This is

essential, for example, to truncate or transmit the code-stream

at different bit-rates without penalizing the quality of the

decoded image. On the other hand, when quality scalability

is combined with random code-stream access and the other

types of scalability, the image can be interactively transmitted

using the JPEG2000 Interactive Protocol (JPIP) defined in Part

9 [3], which effectively minimizes the amount of transmitted

information. In this case, quality scalability is essential for the

delivery of Windows Of Interest (WOI) at increasing qualities.

Another important benefit of quality scalability achieved

through quality layers is that the target bit-rate, or target

quality, need not to be known at encoding time and, in

addition, the image does not have to be compressed multiple

times to attain one or several target bit-rates or target qualities.

Furthermore, the identification of quality layers within the

code-stream does not require the decoding of the image, and,

thus, manipulations of the image such as quality reduction or

the delivery of WOIs at increasing qualities are carried out in

the compressed domain, requiring low computational effort.

Beyond any doubt, the definition of quality layers is a sound

mechanism of JPEG2000 to provide quality scalability. How-

ever, its practical use must take into account that, once the final

code-stream is constructed, the rate-distortion contributions of

code-stream segments within one quality layer can not be

distinguished unless the code-stream is decoded several times

and techniques such as [4] are applied. This means that, in

terms of rate-distortion, it is neither possible to differentiate

code-stream segments among them, nor to further truncate

segments optimally, and thus the number and rate distribution

of quality layers is fixed without possibility of modifications.

This fact arises two points regarding the rate-distortion

optimality of JPEG2000 code-streams. Let a code-stream

primarily progressive by quality contain N quality layers

allocated at bit-rates R0, R1, ..., RN−1, with Rl < Rl+1.

When the code-stream needs to be truncated at bit-rate R̂,

with Rl < R̂ < Rl+1, the decoded image may have a non

optimal, or even a poor, coding performance. Although this

first point can be avoided using an adequate allocation strategy

of quality layers [5], code-streams containing few or a single
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quality layer, or code-streams constructed through inadequate

allocation strategies, may penalize the quality of the decoded

image in more than 10 dB (see Figures 9b, 9d).

The second point that needs to be addressed is concerned

with the optimality achieved when decoding WOIs from a

code-stream. Let O0, O1, ..., ON−1 denote the increasing bit-

rate of the code-stream segments belonging to a WOI that are

allocated in each quality layer, and let △Ol denote the bit-

rate increment of the WOI’s code-stream segments in layer l,
computed as △Ol = Ol−Ol−1. When the encoder selects and

truncates the code-stream segments to form quality layers, the

complete spatial area of the image is considered, and therefore

the overall bit-rate of quality layers, referred to as △Rl, can

be adequately determined. However, it is easy to see that this

may be not fulfilled for △Ol, which has a bit-rate in the range

△Ol ∈ [0,△Rl], and, therefore, may have lack of precision.

The aim of this research is to propose a mechanism able

to provide competitive quality scalability to JPEG2000 code-

streams when decoding WOIs, or the complete image area,

even when the code-stream contains few or a single qual-

ity layer. This is achieved by means of a characterization

that can fairly estimate rate-distortion contributions of code-

blocks without needing to decode the image. Based on this

characterization, we propose a method able to further truncate

and optimally select code-stream segments, achieving close to

optimal results.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II briefly re-

views the main coding stages of the JPEG2000 core coding

system and describes the code-stream organization, giving

the grounds for the succeeding sections. State-of-the-art rate-

distortion optimization methods and allocation strategies are

described in Section III. Section IV introduces the main

insights of the proposed mechanism, and Section V describes

the characterization of the rate-distortion slope, suggesting one

algorithmic approach. Extensive experimental results assessing

the performance of the proposed method are presented in

Section VI. Last section points out some remarks.

II. OVERVIEW OF JPEG2000

The core coding system of JPEG2000 is constituted by

four main stages: sample data transformations, sample data

coding, code-stream re-organization, and rate-distortion opti-

mization. The first three stages are considered as the coding

pipeline, whereas rate-distortion optimization may entail dif-

ferent techniques in different stages and, since JPEG2000 Part

1 only standardizes the decoder, in the literature there have

appeared several rate-distortion optimization methods, which

are reviewed in the following section.

Figure 1 depicts the JPEG2000 encoding pipeline. The first

sample data transformations stage compacts the energy of the

image and sets the range of the sample values. Then, the image

is logically partitioned in code-blocks that are independently

coded by the sample data coding stage, called Tier-1.

The purpose of Tier-1 is to produce a code-stream contain-

ing first the data that has the greatest distortion reductions.

This is achieved through a fractional bit-plane coder and the

arithmetic coder MQ, encoding each coefficient of the code-

block Bi from the highest bit-plane p = Ki − 1 to the lowest

Fig. 1: Stages and operations of the JPEG2000 encoding

pipeline.

bit-plane p = 0, Ki denoting the minimum magnitude of

bit-planes needed to represent all coefficients of Bi. In each

bit-plane, Tier-1 carries out three sub-bit-plane coding passes

called Significance Propagation Pass (SPP), Magnitude Refine-

ment Pass (MRP), and Cleanup Pass (CP); each coefficient is

scanned in only one of these sub-bit-plane coding passes. SPP

and CP coding passes encode whether insignificant coefficients

become significant in the current bit-plane or not. The main

difference between SPP and CP is that the former scans those

coefficients that are more likely to become significant. MRP

coding pass refines the magnitude of those coefficients that

have become significant in previous bit-planes. A valuable

advantage of this sub-bit-plane coding is that it produces an

embedded code-stream with a large collection of potential

truncation points (one at the end of each coding pass) that

can be used by the rate-distortion optimization techniques.

The last stage of the coding pipeline is the code-stream re-

organization, which codes the auxiliar data needed to properly

identify the content of quality layers through the Tier-2 and

organizes the final code-stream in containers that encapsulate

and sort the code-streams segments using one or several

progression orders. Within the code-stream, the auxiliar data

encoded by the Tier-2 stage is encapsulated in the packet

headers that are included in quality layers. For each code-

block, packet headers contain: 1) whether or not the code-

block contributes to the quality layer, 2) number of included

coding passes, 3) length of encoded data and, 4) number of the

magnitude bit-planes Ki, which is efficiently encoded through

a tag-tree technique exploiting redundancy among code-blocks

within precincts (described below). Note that, usually, the

length of individual coding passes is not encapsulated in packet

headers.

As Figure 2 depicts, the containers within the code-stream

are closely related with the partitioning system defined by

JPEG2000. The first partition of the image is the tile, which

defines rectangular regions of same size that are processed

as completely independent images, encapsulating their data in

the tile-stream container. Each component in a tile is called

tile-component, and it is represented with L + 1 distinct

resolutions after the sample data transformation stage, L
denoting the number of levels of Discrete Wavelet Transform

(DWT) applied in that tile-component. Through the dyadic

decomposition allowed in JPEG2000 Part 1, each DWT level

is achieved by the successive application of the wavelet filter

bank to the low-frequencies subband, producing the subbands

LL,HL,LH,HH that contain the Low and High frequencies

in the horizontal and vertical direction respectively.

Before logically partitioning in code-blocks, JPEG2000
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Fig. 2: JPEG2000 partitioning system and code-stream organization.

introduces the concept of precincts. In the DWT domain, one

precinct is defined as the same spatial region of subbands

HL,LH,HH of one resolution level. Although precincts are

further partitioned in code-blocks, they define the smallest

accessible spatial locations of the image because their data

is enclosed in the ultimate container of the code-stream, the

packet.

One packet encapsulates some code-stream segments of

code-blocks belonging to one precinct. In order to support

quality scalability, each precinct P can have several packets,

referred to as T l
P , with 0 ≤ l < N , N denoting the number

of quality layers. This organization conceptually defines the

packet as a quality increment of one spatial location of one

resolution level, and allows the identification of quality layers

within the code-stream as the collection of packets T l
P , from

different precincts, with equal l. The construction of a code-

stream primarily progressive by quality is achieved ordering

packets in increasing order l = [0, 1, ..., N − 1], although the

standard defines five different progression orders that can be

changed in each tile-part.

Wide possibilities of random access and re-organization

are allowed in the compressed domain through this code-

stream organization; for example, the modification of the

image resolution, rotation, flipping or cropping of the image,

and even the change of progression orders or precinct sizes

without needing to decode the image. Note that all operations

are carried out without modifying the content of packets,

which is determined at encoding time through rate-distortion

optimization and allocation strategies.

III. RATE-DISTORTION OPTIMIZATION AND ALLOCATION

STRATEGIES

A. Rate-distortion optimization in the encoder

In JPEG2000, rate-distortion optimization is needed to

select the code-stream segments –included in packets–, that

minimize the overall distortion of the image attaining a target

bit-rate, say Rmax. This is used to yield a bit-rate for the

final code-stream, or to allocate quality layers at different

bit-rates using, for example, rate distribution functions. The

first approach addressing this issue is defined in EBCOT as

the Post Compression Rate-Distortion optimization (PCRD)

method. The main idea behind PCRD is to use the bit-rate

and the distortion of every truncation point of code-blocks

to approach the optimization problem through a generalized

Lagrange multiplier for a discrete set of points [6].

Let nj denote the potential truncation points of the code-

stream produced for code-block Bi, with 0 ≤ j < Ti, Ti

denoting the number of coding passes of Bi, and let R
nj

i

and D
nj

i denote, respectively, the bit-rate and distortion of

these truncation points, with R
nj−1

i ≤ R
nj

i . PCRD computes

first the rate-distortion slope S
nj

i = △D
nj

i /△R
nj

i , with

△D
nj

i = D
nj−1

i −D
nj

i and △R
nj

i = R
nj

i −R
nj−1

i , to identify

those truncation points with strictly decreasing rate-distortion

slope, i.e. those truncation points lying on the convex hull.

Computing the total distortion of the image and the total bit-

rate of the code-stream as D =
∑

i D
nj

i and R =
∑

i R
nj

i

respectively, and considering only the truncation points lying

on the convex hull, PCRD approaches the rate-distortion

optimization problem as follows: {nλ
j } stands for the set of

truncation points minimizing

(D(λ) + λR(λ)) =
∑

i

(D
nλ
j

i + λR
nλ
j

i ) ,

where the value of λ that minimizes this expression yielding

R(λ) = Rmax represents the optimal solution.

Although this method achieves optimal results in terms of

rate-distortion, in its original formulation it compels to fully

encode the image even when few coding passes are included

in the final code-stream. When encoding images at low bit-

rates, this causes that Tier-1 consumes more computational

resources than those strictly necessary. With the aim to reduce

the computational load of Tier-1 when applying PCRD, several

rate-distortion optimizations methods have been proposed in
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the literature in the last five years.

One common approach is to carry out the sample data

coding and rate-distortion optimization simultaneously [7]–

[10], encoding only those coding passes included in the final

code-stream and achieving near-optimal results since the rate-

distortion slope of coding passes can still be calculated. The

drawback of such methods is that the wavelet data needs

to be maintained in memory to be able to stop and restart

the encoding of code-blocks. This is overcome in [11]–[14],

collecting statistics from the already encoded code-blocks to

decide which coding passes need to be encoded in the remain-

ing code-blocks. These methods also achieve near-optimal

results in terms of rate-distortion, but the computational load

reduction is not as large as in the previous ones.

Another approach is to estimate the rate-distortion contri-

butions of code-blocks before the encoding process [15]–[17],

although the non optimal accuracy of estimations may penalize

the coding performance. In [18], the computational load of

Tier-1 is reduced by attaining the target bit-rate through the

determination of different step sizes for each subband and, in

the same vein, more recently a general rate control approach

for wavelet data has been introduced in [19]. Other approaches

based on variations of the Lagrange multiplier have been

proposed in [20]–[22].

The Tier-1 computational load reduction has also been

considered for hardware-based applications [23], and the com-

plementary problem of the optimization of the bit-rate for a

target quality is addressed in [24]–[26] reducing the compu-

tational load of Tier-1 too. On the other hand, the application

of specific techniques of rate-distortion optimization is also

needed in scenarios such as scan-based applications [27], the

coding of hyperspectral data [28], implementations of motion

JPEG2000 [29]–[31], and for images containing tiles [32]–

[34].

Some of these methods achieve highly competitive results;

for instance, at a target bit-rate of 0.0625 bits per sample (bps),

they can save more than 94% of the time spent by the Tier-

1, while the coding performance is reduced less than 0.1 dB

compared to the optimal PCRD method [9], [10], [17].

An extensive review and comparison of rate-distortion op-

timization for JPEG2000 is found in [35]. However, in spite

of the competitiveness of these approaches, it is important

to stress that, from the point of view of providing quality

scalability to already encoded code-streams, most methods can

not be employed due to the use of distortion measures based on

the original image, or of information related with the encoding

process, since this information is not kept in the code-stream

and therefore is not available once the image has been already

encoded. Only the PSRA method described in [9], and the fast

approximation approach in [19], could be adapted to address

this issue, and are discussed in the following section.

B. Allocation strategies of quality layers

The use of an allocation strategy of quality layers is

necessary in JPEG2000 to construct adequate code-streams

in terms of rate-distortion. It is clear that if the bit-rates at

which the code-stream is going to be decoded are known at

encoding time, the code-stream can be optimally constructed.

However, this is not usually the case and allocation strategies

must construct code-streams that work reasonably well for

most applications and scenarios.

Some recommendations on the number and bit-rate of

quality layers are given in [36, Chapter 8.4.1] based on

experience. More recently, the rate-distortion optimality of

JPEG2000 code-streams has been evaluated under an Expected

Multi-Rate Distortion measure that weights the distortion of

the image recovered at some bit-rates by the probability to

recover the image at those bit-rates [5]. Under this measure and

considering uniform, logarithmic, and Laplacian distributions,

a smart algorithm able to optimally construct code-streams is

proposed. Although this research is the first one proposing an

optimal construction of JPEG2000 code-streams, experimental

results suggest that the improvement achieved by the proposed

method is usually small. This is explained by the authors

due to the optimality of PCRD and the almost convex rate-

distortion curve that Tier-1 already originates.

C. Transmissions of WOIs in the framework of JPIP

Allocation strategies consider the complete image area,

meaning that code-streams may be optimally constructed for

the whole image; nevertheless, the decoding and transmission

of WOIs still needs to be addressed. In JPEG2000, this issue

is first considered in the framework of JPIP to improve the

quality of the transmitted images [37]. In this approach a re-

sequencing of the packets belonging to the WOI is carried out

in order to place, in the first quality layers, those packets that

contribute the most to the distortion decrease. The key-feature

of the method is the use of a window scaling factor –related to

the number of coefficients in a code-block that belong to the

WOI and to the energy gain factor of subbands–, to determine

the rate-distortion contribution of each packet.

Similar techniques are used in [38] in the context of

telemedicine when transmitting volumetric images, and in [39]

to enhance the browsing experience through user navigation

models, however, none of these techniques considers the

further truncation of the code-stream segments contained in

each packet. Only recently, this is considered in a method that

recovers distortion estimates [40] of the code-stream segments

of a code-block. This method extrapolates rate-distortion

slopes at continuous bit-rate through the rate-distortion slope

thresholds associated to each quality layer and through an

auxiliary transition slope determined for each subband, which

have to be explicitly transmitted.

IV. PROPOSED MECHANISM

A. Main insight

The main idea behind the proposed method is to estimate the

rate-distortion slope of coding passes in order to conceptually

apply the PCRD over these estimations. This would allow

the further truncation of the code-stream segments within

packets and, therefore, the optimal decoding of WOIs or of

the complete image area. However, in order to apply PCRD

over rate-distortion slope estimations, coding passes need to be

identified within the code-stream, which is an operation that
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requires the decoding of the image, because packets contain

one or more coding passes, probably without keeping the

length of each one.

To overcome this difficulty maintaining JPEG2000 com-

pliance, we use the restart coding variation of Tier-1 [36,

Chapter 12.4]. The intention of this coding variation is to

restart the MQ coder at the beginning of each coding pass to

facilitate the parallel implementation of coding passes. To our

purposes, the main consequence of the restart coding variation

is that, since it produces one codeword for each coding pass,

it compels to explicitly code the length of coding passes in the

header of packets. This allows the recovery of coding passes

lengths just decoding packet headers, which is an operation

with a low computational complexity (it spends less than 2%

of the decoding time) and, furthermore, it almost does not

penalize the bit-rate of the final code-stream (less than 1%). To

evaluate the proposed approach when no ancillary information

is transmitted, we also report the results obtained when the

MQ restart coding variation is not used, and the coding

passes lengths are not kept in the JPEG2000 code-stream;

this approach implies modifications slightly beyond the scope

of the standard, since the encoder must store coding passes

lengths to an external file independent of the code-stream.

However, note that both approaches construct fully compliant

JPEG2000 code-streams and perfectly fit in the framework of

interactive image transmissions. Note also that the creation of

the external file of lengths, or the introduction of the restart

coding variation to already encoded code-streams, is needed

only once, without requiring the full decoding of the image.

The straight approach to estimate rate-distortion slopes of

code-blocks is to consider that coding passes situated at high

bit-planes have larger rate-distortion contributions than coding

passes situated at low bit-planes. Taking into account that

97% of the truncation points lying on the convex hull only

contain one or two coding passes [41], one might think that

the successive encoding of coding passes from the highest bit-

plane of the image to the lowest one may obtain competitive

results.

This is the main idea used in PSRA [9] except for the

last step that uses rate-distortion slopes and, in the context

of providing quality scalability to already encoded code-

streams, this idea has also been used in the Coding Passes

Interleaving (CPI) method [42]. CPI defines a coding level

c as the coding pass of all code-blocks of the image at the

same height, given by c = (p · 3) + cp, where p stands for

the bit-plane and cp stands for the coding pass type with

cp = {2 for SPP, 1 for MRP, 0 for CP}. Coding passes are

scanned from the highest coding level of the image to the

lowest one until the target bit-rate is achieved. In each coding

level, coding passes are selected from the lowest resolution

level to the highest one, and in each resolution level, subbands

are scanned in order [HL,LH,HH].
Similar scanning orders are used in other image coding sys-

tems achieving competitive coding performance [43], therefore

it may be expected that CPI should also obtain a competitive

coding performance, similar to the optimal PCRD method.

However, experimental evidence suggests that CPI achieves

a coding performance that, at some bit-rates, is more than

0.5 dB worse than PCRD (see Figure 3). The Reverse sub-

band scanning Order and coding passes Concatenation (ROC)

method [44] introduces three modifications to CPI in order

to improve coding results but, for some images, this is not

achieved [35].

B. Evaluation of our hypothesis

CPI and ROC define a fixed scanning order considering

resolution levels and subbands, but within a subband, all code-

blocks are considered equally. The underlying idea of the

method proposed here is to precisely distinguish code-blocks

within subbands. Our hypothesis is that, just identifying the

number of magnitude bit-planes of code-blocks, which can

be obtained decoding packet headers, rate-distortion slopes

of coding passes can be fairly estimated. Similarly, the fast

approximation approach in [19], which also requires only the

maximum coefficient magnitude in a group of coefficients,

efficiently computes an estimation of the slope that is used

to model the rate-control.

Within a subband, code-blocks with different number of

magnitude bit-planes will have different estimations, whereas

the code-blocks with the same number of magnitude bit-planes

will have the same estimation, so they are grouped in a code-

block set G that is identified by br,s and K, where K stands

for the number of magnitude bit-planes, and br,s stands for the

resolution level r (r = 0 for the lowest one) and the subband

type s (s = {0 for HL/LH subbands, 1 for HH subband}).

We do not make distinctions among code-blocks of subbands

HL and LH , since they have the same energy gain factor

and thus the signal difference among them just corresponds

to the vertical and horizontal details of the image. Besides,

experimental evidence suggest that differentiating HL and

LH does not improve coding results. This type of subband

arrangement is also used in [15].

To validate our hypothesis and for comparison purposes, we

first evaluate the coding performance that can be optimally

achieved when considering the actual rate-distortion slope of

code-block sets in the JPEG2000 encoder. Let Dc
i denote the

distortion of code-block Bi at coding level c, and Dc
G denote

the sum of distortions of code-block set G, given by

Dc
G =

∑

Bi∈G

Dc
i .

Let Rc
i be the length of the coding pass corresponding to

coding level c of Bi, and let Rc
G be the sum of these lengths

for the code-block set G. Using Dc
G and Rc

G , we calculate the

rate-distortion slope of code-block sets as

Sc
G =

△Dc
G

△Rc
G

=
Dc+1

G −Dc
G

Rc
G −Rc+1

G

to identify the operational rate-distortion curve of G. Then, the

search of the optimal truncation points for the code-blocks sets

attaining a specified bit-rate can be straightforwardly carried

out using the Lagrange multiplier. We refer this method to as

PCRD over Code-block Sets (PCRD-CS).

Figure 3 depicts the coding performance achieved with

PCRD-CS when compared to PCRD for the Fruit Basket
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Fig. 3: Evaluation of the coding performance achieved with

PCRD-CS, ROC and CPI compared to PCRD. Results for

the Fruit Basket image (gray scaled, 2560×2048). Coding

parameters: 9/7 DWT 5 levels, derived quantization, 64×64

code-blocks, no precincts, restart coding variation.

image of the ISO/IEC 12640-1 corpus [45]. In this evaluation,

the image has been encoded using both methods at 2000

target bit-rates equivalently spaced between 0.001 to 4.1 bps,

decoding the code-streams and computing the Peak Signal to

Noise Ratio (PSNR) with the original image. The results are

given as the PSNR difference between PCRD and PCRD-CS

in order to enhance the visual comparison. The straight line

of this graphic depicts the coding performance achieved by

PCRD; the remaining plots depict the difference (in terms of

dB) achieved at the same bit-rate between PCRD and the

evaluated method. Besides the comparison between PCRD

and PCRD-CS, this figure also reports the results achieved

with CPI and ROC to evaluate the gains that can be expected

from the grouping of code-blocks in sets. PCRD-CS obtains

an almost regular coding performance along all bit-rates, with

a penalization of less than 0.05 dB on average compared to

PCRD, whereas CPI and ROC are, at some bit-rates, more

than 0.4 and 0.2 dB worse than PCRD respectively. These

results also hold for the other images of the corpus. It is worth

noting that PCRD-CS achieves competitive results considering

few number of code-block sets; for the images of the ISO/IEC

12640-1 corpus, for instance, the number of code-block sets

in the two highest resolution levels ranges from 4 to 7, and in

the two lowest resolution levels, it ranges from 1 to 3.

V. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE RATE-DISTORTION SLOPE

PCRD-CS is only of interest from a theoretic point of view,

since it can only be applied at encoding time. However, it

suggests that the grouping of code-blocks within subbands

may obtain near-optimal results in terms of coding perfor-

mance. The challenge here is to fairly characterize the rate-

distortion slope of code-blocks to carry out estimations that

can obtain similar results. Our characterization of the rate-

distortion slope is based on two important characteristics of

the encoding process of a code-block.

A. Concatenation of coding passes

The first characteristic is that, at the same bit-plane, coding

passes of type MRP often have smaller rate-distortion slopes

than coding passes of type CP. Therefore, a coding pass of

type MRP of a code-block should be concatenated with the

following CP.

We explain this characteristic using the rate-distortion model

proposed in [17], which estimates the decrement in distortion

and the increment in bit-rate of a code-block at bit-plane p
according to

△D = (Nsig +0.25Nref)(2
p)2 △R = 2Nsig +Nref +Ninsig ,

where Nsig, Nref, Ninsig denote, respectively, the number of

significant, refinement and insignificant coefficients at bit-

plane p. This model approaches the distortion through the

Mean Squared Error (MSE), basing the factor 0.25 of △D on

the expected distortion reduction of the refinement coefficients,

derived in [46]. The estimation of the bit-rate assumes that

both a refinement and an insignificant coefficient are coded

with 1 bit, and that a significant coefficient is coded with 2 bits

to include the sign. It is worth noting that, although this model

fairly approximates distortions, bit-rates are roughly approx-

imated since the arithmetic coder MQ encodes the incoming

data efficiently, thus producing a shorter code-stream.

The authors proposing this model consider insignificant

those coefficients that are not coded through the run mode

defined in the coding pass CP. The run mode encodes four

insignificant coefficients with a single bit and, mostly at

the highest bit-planes of code-blocks, most coefficients are

encoded through the run mode, so in order to distinguish

between coding passes of MRP and CP we slightly modify

this model as follows:

△DMRP = (0.25Nref)(2
p)2 △RMRP = Nref

△DCP = Nsig(2
p)2 △RCP = 2Nsig + 0.25Ninsig .

with Ninsig denoting all the insignificant coefficients, also

including the ones encoded through the run mode.

Through these estimations, we calculate when the rate-

distortion slope of coding passes of type CP, referred to as

SCP , is greater than the rate-distortion slope of coding passes

of type MRP, referred to as SMRP , by

SCP > SMRP ≡
△DCP

△RCP
>

△DMRP

△RMRP
→ Nsig > 0.125Ninsig

inferring that SCP > SMRP when at least 12.5% of the

coefficients encoded in a coding pass of type CP are signif-

icant. Table I shows, at different bit-planes, the percentage

of coefficients that have become significant in coding passes

of type CP, emphasizing in bold font those ones with a

percentage greater than 12.5%. Except for the three or four

highest bit-planes, this is always fulfilled in all code-block sets.

Experimental evidence in [36, Chapter 8.3.3] also suggests that

coding passes of type MRP lie on the convex hull more often

at high bit-planes than at medium and low bit-planes.

B. The balloon effect

The second important characteristic of the encoding process

of a code-block is named the balloon effect. We explain

the balloon effect through the following assumption: the

coding passes that encode the largest number of significant

coefficients have the greatest rate-distortion slope values. This
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TABLE I: For Coding Passes of Type CP, Percentage of

Coefficients Becoming Significant. Results for the Musicians

Image (Gray Scaled, 2560×2048, 9/7 DWT 5 Levels). These

Code-block Sets Account For 98% of the Image Code-blocks.

b3,0 b3,1 b4,0 b4,1 b5,0 b5,1
p K=9 K=8 K=7 K=7 K=6 K=6

8 1.00%

7 1.33% 0.36%

6 1.15% 1.15% 0.11% 0.43%

5 2.39% 1.84% 1.80% 2.00% 0.59% 0.29%

4 12.51% 15.83% 14.30% 13.91% 7.51% 3.33%

3 17.84% 27.84% 22.51% 23.47% 16.75% 12.47%

2 22.86% 30.00% 26.24% 17.15% 17.13% 15.55%

1 41.43% 25.87% 75.00% 30.56% 20.77% 22.97%

0 - - - 50.00% 32.95% 39.81%

TABLE II: Number of Significant Coefficients Encoded in

Each Bit-plane of Code-block Sets Within Subband b3,0.

Results for the Candle Image (Gray Scaled, 2560×2048, 9/7

DWT 5 Levels).

CP SPP
p K=11 K=10 K=9 K=11 K=10 K=9

10 1

9 23 15 5

8 238 110 27 68 25

7 118 159 129 392 195 50

6 53 112 163 418 451 266

5 71 77 125 505 583 507

4 94 55 82 609 621 646

3 16 27 33 616 550 669

2 1 10 11 403 421 514

1 0 9 8 198 282 365

0 0 1 1 139 184 240

assumption relies on the meaningful difference between the

large decrement in distortion, compared to the small increment

in bit-rate. For coding passes of type SPP and CP, the rate-

distortion model proposed in [17] estimates this according to

△D = Nsig(2
p)2 △R = 2Nsig +Ninsig ;

the encoding of a significant coefficient increases twice the

estimated bit-rate of the encoding of an insignificant coeffi-

cient, however △D is decremented by (2p)2. Therefore, it is

expected that, as more significant coefficients are encoded in

a coding pass, greater its rate-distortion slope, especially at

high bit-planes [16]. Table II shows the number of significant

coefficients encoded at each bit-plane of the code-block sets

belonging to the subband b3,0, distinguishing coding passes

SPP and CP.

Two issues are worth noting in this table. The first one is

that, for coding passes of type CP, the number of significant

coefficients encoded at each bit-plane increases from the first

to the third highest bit-plane of each code-block set, and then

decreases progressively. The same property holds for coding

passes of type SPP, but the increase is from the first to the

fifth (or seventh) highest bit-plane. Figure 4 represents this as

a balloon, where the width represents the number of significant

coefficients encoded at the bit-plane.

The second remarkable issue of Table II is that the number

of significant coefficients at the highest bit-plane depends on

the magnitude bit-planes of the code-block set. This is, at their

Fig. 4: The number of significant coefficients encoded in

each bit-plane of the code-blocks within one subband can be

represented as a balloon.

Fig. 5: The balloon effect among different subbands.

highest bit-plane, the code-blocks that have the lowest number

of magnitude bit-planes encode more significant coefficients,

and this relation is always respected in Table II. Figure 4

depicts this as the shape of the balloon: the shorter the balloon

is, the wider.

We explain why the balloon effect occurs as follows. First,

we know that the largest number of significant coefficients are

usually found at high bit-planes, especially for coding passes

of type CP. This could be caused for the application of the

high-pass filter of the DWT, which sets most coefficients of

a subband to a null value apart from the areas where high

frequencies are detected. These high frequencies areas usually

have large values concentrated in the same spatial locations.

Second, the scan performed in coding passes of type CP visits

almost all the coefficients of the code-block at the highest bit-

planes, therefore, it is expected that it discloses these areas

of high frequencies. The more significant coefficients the CP

encodes, the less coefficients at the following CP bit-plane

it visits, and consequently the less significant coefficients it

encodes. At the lowest bit-planes, almost all the coefficients

still insignificant are neighbours of already significant coeffi-

cients, so while CP does not visit almost any coefficient, the

SPP encodes all the coefficients of the medium and lowest

bit-planes. This also explains why the balloon effect is more

emphasized in coding passes of type CP than in coding passes

of type SPP.

The balloon effect is observed in all subbands of an image

except for the LL, but experimental evidence suggests that

the consideration of subband LL separately does not improve

results significantly (this subband contains few code-blocks).

Considering code-blocks among subbands, a consequence of
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the balloon effect for strategies using scanning orders is that,

although at the highest bit-planes the best scanning order is

achieved starting from the lowest resolution level to the highest

one, from a particular bit-plane onwards, the best scanning is

achieved reversing this order (see Figure 5). This observation

is validated experimentally in [44]. However, note that the

lack of specification of a scanning order, such as the proposed

method CoRD does, gives a finer approach that may improve

results and, furthermore, it avoids the need to determine the

point where the scanning order has to be reversed [35].

C. CoRD algorithm

Based on the characterization above, we propose an al-

gorithmic approach to estimate rate-distortion slopes of the

coding passes of code-block sets. The rate-distortion slope is

computed as

Sc =











c+ FSPP for SPP coding passes

c+ FMRP for MRP coding passes

c+ 1 + FCP for CP coding passes

,

where c identifies the coding level. In this equation, c compels

to select coding passes from the highest to the lowest coding

level of the image and, within each coding level, coding passes

are selected upon the value of F . In order to assure that

coding passes of type MRP are always concatenated with

the consecutive coding pass of type CP, we set FMRP = 0,

except for the MRP of the second highest bit-plane, where

FMRP = 0.99. For coding passes of type SPP and CP,

F{SPP |CP} attempts to approximate the balloon effect within

each subband by

F{SPP |CP} =

{

Finit(Finc)
KS−p if p ≥ Kballoon

1− (Fdec(Kballoon − p)) otherwise
,

where KS = K − 1 for CP coding passes and KS = K − 2
for SPP coding passes. This expression increases F{SPP |CP}

exponentially from the highest bit-plane K − 1 to the bit-

plane Kballoon, and decreases F{SPP |CP} linearly from the

bit-plane Kballoon − 1 to the lowest bit-plane 0. Kballoon is

set to the bit-plane that causes F{SPP |CP} ≥ 1, i.e.

Kballoon = P such that 6 ∃ p > P, Finit(Finc)
KS−p ≥ 1 .

In this way, the values of F{SPP |MRP |CP} are restricted

to the interval [0, 1). Finit must reflect the rate-distortion

slope initialization at the highest bit-plane, in other words,

the width of the top of the balloon. Good choices for these

three parameters, which have been determined experimentally,

are given in Table III, where #K = Kmax − Kmin + 1
with Kmax and Kmin respectively denoting the maximum and

minimum K in the subband to which the code-block belongs.

With our choice of Fdec, the expression for F{SPP |CP} could

be simplified, although we keep Fdec to retain generality.

When this algorithm is used to decode WOIs, Kmax and

Kmin denote the maximum and minimum K of the code-

blocks within the subband and belonging to the WOI. Recall

from Section II that the number of magnitude bit-planes K
is coded through the Tier-2 stage for each code-block and

is encapsulated in packet headers. Kmax and Kmin can be

TABLE III: Choices of Parameters Finit, Finc and Fdec.

FCP FSPP

Finit =
0.075

#K
(Kmax −K + 1) Finit =

0.05

#K
(Kmax −K + 1)

Finc = 10 Finc = 4

Fdec =
1

Kballoon + 2
Fdec =

1

Kballoon + 2
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Fig. 6: Evaluation of the coding performance achieved with

PCRD-CS and CoRD compared to PCRD. Results for the Fruit

Basket image (gray scaled, 2560×2048). Coding parameters:

9/7 DWT 5 levels, derived quantization, 64×64 code-blocks,

no precincts, restart coding variation.

straightly identified decoding the headers of the subband’s

packets.

Using these estimations, the selection of coding passes to

yield a target bit-rate can be carried out without needing

information related with the encoding process, or distortion

measures based on the original image. Only packet headers

need to be decoded. We name this method as the Characteri-

zation of the Rate-Distortion slope (CoRD).

To evaluate the accuracy of this algorithm, Figure 6 depicts

the coding performance achieved when using CoRD to de-

code the Fruit Basket image at 2000 target bit-rates using a

single quality layer code-stream (see next section for a larger

description about how the experiments have been conducted).

Results are given as the PSNR difference between PCRD and

CoRD. Performance achieved with PCRD-CS is also depicted.

Note that CoRD achieves almost the same coding performance

as PCRD-CS in all bit-rates. For most images of the ISO/IEC

12640-1 corpus, the same results hold [35].

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Decoding the complete image area

To assess the coding performance of the proposed method,

we present first a comparison between CoRD and the use of

quality layers when the complete spatial area of the image is

decoded. CoRD is evaluated decoding the image at specified

target bit-rates from a code-stream containing a single quality

layer and the restart coding variation. This method is referred

to as CoRD+r. When the length of coding passes is kept in

an external file and thus the restart coding variation is not

used, the method is referred to as CoRD-r. The bit-rate of the

external file keeping the length of coding passes in CoRD-r

is not considered in experiments since the intention of CoRD-

r is to evaluate the proposed approach when no ancillary

information is transmitted.
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The evaluation of the coding performance achieved using

quality layers considers two common allocation strategies: 1)

to distribute quality layers logarithmically spaced in terms

of bit-rate and, 2) to distribute quality layers equivalently

spaced in terms of bit-rate. To enhance the results of the

second allocation strategy at low bit-rates, the layers are finely

distributed from 0.001 to 0.5 bps and coarsely from 0.5 to

5 bps. For both strategies, code-streams containing 20, 40,

80 and 120 quality layers have been constructed, although

graphics only report the best results for both strategies to ease

the visual interpretation.

Results are given as the difference between the PSNR

obtained with CoRD and the PSNR obtained with PCRD

when encoding at the same bit-rate. For quality layers, the

recovered image is obtained when the code-stream is truncated

and decoded at the specified bit-rates. In all experiments, the

construction of code-streams containing quality layers and the

encoding with PCRD does not use the restart coding variation.

The top straight line of graphics depicting PCRD identifies

the maximum coding performance that can be obtained with

JPEG2000, however note that this performance is mostly of

interest from a theoretical point of view, since PCRD can only

be applied at encoding time.

Kakadu [47] has been used to construct code-streams con-

taining quality layers and to encode with the PCRD method1.

CoRD has been implemented in our JPEG2000 Part 1 imple-

mentation BOI [48]. Parameters of both applications are set

to: lossy compression, 5 levels of DWT, derived quantization,

code-blocks of size 64×64, maximum size of precincts. All

images of the ISO/IEC 12640-1 corpus have been evaluated

using 600 target bit-rates uniformly distributed among 0.001

to 5 bps.

Figure 7 depicts the results obtained for the Cafeteria

image. The best coding performance achieved with quality

layers is when the code-stream contains 20 logarithmically,

or 40 equivalently spaced quality layers. On average, these

allocation strategies are 0.61 dB and 0.15 dB worse than

PCRD, respectively. Needing no information of rate-distortion,

CoRD+r is only 0.08 dB worse than the best allocation strategy

of quality layers, and CoRD-r outperforms both allocation

strategies in almost all bit-rates, achieving an average coding

performance of only 0.04 dB worse than PCRD. Note that

both CoRD+r and CoRD-r use same estimations, therefore

differences in their results are caused because CoRD+r is using

the restart coding variation that keeps coding passes lengths

within the code-stream, whereas CoRD-r does not need to

transmit ancillary information.

Figure 8 reports the coding performance average among

all images of the corpus. On average for all bit-rates and all

images, CoRD-r is 0.05 dB worse than PCRD and CoRD+r

is 0.18 dB worse than PCRD, whereas the allocation strategy

forming 40 equivalently spaced quality layers is 0.16 dB worse

than PCRD.

Same experiments have been carried out using an image

corpus belonging to the Remote Sensing (RS) community,

1To avoid penalizing the coding performance, Kakadu has been forced to
use 32-bit data representations for floating point operations and the comment
markers introduced by default have been deactivated.
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Fig. 7: Evaluation of the coding performance achieved with

CoRD and the use of quality layers compared to PCRD.

Results for the Cafeteria image (gray scaled, 2048×2560).
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Fig. 8: Evaluation of the coding performance achieved with

CoRD and the use of quality layers compared to PCRD.

Average results for the images of the ISO/IEC 12640-1 corpus

(gray scaled, 2560×2048).

and an image corpus belonging to the medical community.

The RS corpus has four aerial images provided by the

Cartographic Institute of Catalonia (ICC) [49], which cover

vegetation and urban areas (gray scaled, size of 4096×4096).

The medical corpus has four images provided by UDIAT

Centre Diagnostic [50], including one computer radiology and

three radiologies (gray scaled, sizes varying from 480×640

to 2700×3913). Table IV reports the results achieved by the

best allocation strategies of quality layers and by CoRD at

different bit-rate ranges. The PCRD row indicates the PSNR

achieved when encoding with PCRD at the highest bit-rate

of the range; the remaining rows indicate the average PSNR

difference along the specified bit-rate range. Bit-rate ranges

for the medical corpus are smaller than for the other corpora

since the encoding of medical images achieves same PSNR

results at lower bit-rates. The coding performance results are

similar for all corpora: CoRD-r achieves the best performance

and CoRD+r is slightly worse than an allocation strategy using

equivalently spaced quality layers. These results also hold for

other coding parameters [35].

Regarding the visual comparison, Figure 9 shows an area of

the Bicycle image (ISO/IEC 12640-1 corpus) decoded at 0.5

bps from a code-stream containing 20 logarithmically spaced

quality layers and from a single quality layer code-stream

decoding with and without CoRD. The images decoded with

CoRD and from the code-stream containing 20 quality layers

are practically equivalent, whereas the image decoded from

the single quality layer code-stream is clearly blur.
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(a) ORIGINAL (b) 20 LOGARITHMIC QUALITY
LAYERS - 34.42 dB

(c) SINGLE QUALITY LAYER
with CoRD+r - 34.35 dB

(d) SINGLE QUALITY LAYER -
22.70 dB

Fig. 9: Visual comparison between CoRD and the use of quality layers. Bicycle image (gray scaled, 2048×2560) decoded at

0.5 bps (compression factor 16:1). An area of 475×815 is showed.

TABLE IV: Average Coding Performance Achieved with

CoRD and the Use of Quality Layers Compared to PCRD.

Average Results, in Different Bit-rate Ranges, for the Images

of Corpora: ISO/IEC 12640-1, RS and Medical.

bit-rate range (in bps)
(0, 0.5] (0.5, 1] (1, 2] (2, 4]

PCRD 32.97 dB 36.98 dB 42.74 dB 52.53 dB

20 log -0.12 -0.19 -0.29 -0.64
ISO/IEC 40 equiv -0.08 -0.09 -0.11 -0.14

CoRD-r -0.08 -0.07 -0.06 -0.04
CoRD+r -0.16 -0.17 -0.18 -0.22

PCRD 26.97 dB 30.11 dB 35.49 dB 46.78 dB

40 log -0.08 -0.10 -0.19 -0.80
RS 80 equiv -0.06 -0.06 -0.07 -0.12

CoRD-r -0.03 -0.03 -0.03 -0.04
CoRD+r -0.07 -0.08 -0.12 -0.19

(0, 0.25] (0.25, 0.5] (0.5, 1] (1, 2]
PCRD 41.77 dB 44.68 dB 48.42 dB 54.02 dB

20 log -0.11 -0.14 -0.16 -0.36
medical 40 equiv -0.14 -0.10 -0.10 -0.12

CoRD-r -0.07 -0.09 -0.08 -0.05
CoRD+r -0.14 -0.17 -0.17 -0.19

B. Decoding WOIs

The aim of this evaluation is to fairly assess and compare the

coding performance achieved with CoRD and the use quality

layers when decoding WOIs. Although the transmission of

WOIs has been commonly evaluated in the framework of

JPIP [37]–[39], we slightly change this point of view to

carry out the evaluation considering only the optimality of

CoRD and quality layers. In our evaluation, WOIs are selected

having an exact cropping in the compressed domain or, in

other words, corresponding to some specific code-blocks of

the image without trespassing code-block boundaries. The

specification of random-defined WOIs, which is necessary in

the JPIP’s framework, would compel to use a window scaling

factor [37] for both CoRD and quality layers. Such evaluation

is discarded since our purpose is to consider CoRD and quality

layers mechanisms as they are, without implicating other

techniques required in interactive transmissions. Furthermore,

it is expected that a window scaling factor influences both

mechanisms similarly.

The following procedure is carried out to assess the coding

performance achieved with quality layers: 1) the image is

encoded using an allocation strategy of quality layers, 2) the

WOI is cropped in the compressed domain by extracting those

packets belonging to the WOI spatial area, 3) the WOI packets

are used to construct a new code-stream and, 4) the quality

layers of the new code-stream are re-sequenced eliminating

those layers not holding any packet. Through this process,

the new code-stream contains the image area corresponding

to the WOI with the original distribution of packets among

quality layers. This code-stream is truncated and decoded at

the specified bit-rates, repeating the process for both allocation

strategies proposed in the previous section and with code-

streams containing 20, 40, 80, and 120 quality layers, although

only the best results are reported. CoRD has been evaluated

when decoding the WOI from a code-stream containing a

single quality layer.

Results are given as PSNR differences among 500 bit-

rates uniformly distributed from 0.001 to 4 bps (bit-rate is

computed considering the size of the WOI). To evaluate the

coding performance achieved by PCRD, the WOI is cropped

in the original image and encoded using PCRD at the same

target bit-rates used for the evaluation of quality layers and

CoRD. In order to avoid the areas affected by the wavelet

transform boundaries of the original image, in the comparison

between images, a sufficient boundary for the WOI has been

considered. This is the cause that in some bit-rates PCRD is

not strictly optimal.

An aerial image provided by ICC covering a region of
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Fig. 10: Area of the image containing the evaluated WOIs.

The size of the complete image is 7168×4096; size of WOIs

A and B is 1024×1024, size of WOI C is 2048×2048, and

size of WOI D is 512×512.

Barcelona including vegetation and urban areas has been

used to report these experiments. We present the evaluation

when decoding the four WOIs showed in Figure 10. Coding

parameters are the following: lossy compression, 4 levels of

DWT, derived quantization, code-blocks of size 32×32, and

precincts of the same size as the WOI for quality layers,

and with the maximum size for CoRD. As well as in the

previous experiments, the restart coding variation is only used

for CoRD+r.

Figure 11 depicts the obtained results. The coding perfor-

mance achieved with quality layers is very similar to the

one achieved in the previous evaluation when the complete

image area is decoded, suggesting that quality layers are

also near-optimal when decoding WOIs. Results of CoRD are

similar to the ones obtained in the previous evaluation: CoRD-

r outperforms both strategies of quality layers allocation, and

CoRD+r achieves almost the same results as the best of

such strategies. These results also hold for other WOI sizes,

locations, and images.

We would like to stress the accuracy of the proposed

method, since CoRD-r achieves practically the same coding

performance as the one achieved with PCRD. The inclusion of

the length of the coding passes for the restart coding variation

penalizes the coding performance of CoRD+r in a similar

degree than quality layers.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper addresses the quality scalability of JPEG2000

code-streams by means of a mechanism able to distinguish

the rate-distortion contributions of individual coding passes of

code-blocks. The key-feature of this mechanism is the Charac-

terization of the Rate-Distortion slope (CoRD), which provides

insights to fairly estimate the operational rate-distortion curve

of the JPEG2000 fractional bit-plane coder, without using

distortion measures based on the original image, or measures

related with the encoding process.

In addition of CoRD being employed as a mechanism

to replace the use of quality layers while still providing

competitive quality scalability, practical applications of the

proposed method are the optimal truncation of code-streams

containing few or a single quality layer, the re-construction

of quality layers of a code-stream, and the optimal decoding

of WOIs. Since the proposed method has negligible compu-

tational costs, requiring only the decoding of packet headers

when the image is indexed, it is suitable to use in interactive

image transmissions allowing optimal deliveries of WOIs at

increasing qualities. With slight modifications, the proposed

method may also serve for the fusion of multiple compressed

views of a scene [40], or for the modification of video quality

in motion JPEG2000.

Besides the enhancement of the quality scalability at the

decoder side, this method could also be used in the encoder

to reduce the computational load of the Tier-1 when compared

to the use of PCRD. Experimental evidence suggests that

reductions as large as 94% are achieved at 0.0625 bps [35],

while the coding performance is the same as the one achieved

in the decoder; only three methods in literature achieve similar

speed-ups [9], [10], [17]. However, the proposed method is re-

stricted to applications without memory constrained resources

since wavelet data needs to be maintained in memory.
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